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Abstract 
With the use of articles, reports and academic literature, I have analyzed the 
significant role civil society played during, and after, the Tunisian revolution in 
2011. The purpose of this essay has been to understand the underlying social 
distress, under which Tunisians had lived in many years, and how this came to 
result in a contagious revolution that marked the start of the Arab Spring. The 
revolution came as a surprise to political analysts around the world when civil 
society movements made their stand against former president Zine El Abidine 
Ben Ali and his regime. I have focused on how civil society movements came to 
change the political landscape in the country and on the ideas that inspired them to 
rise up against their oppressor. The civil society in Tunisia did not only come to 
overthrow their own government, but also helped movements abroad in their 
struggle for democracy. The far-reaching effects of the revolution are yet to be 
seen, but there is no doubt that the events of 2011 have brought vast change to the 
region, both socially and politically. 
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  1 
Introduction 
With this essay I hope to provide some insight into the different kinds of civil 
society movements and what role they played in the Tunisian revolution and the 
time that followed. Although I will write about the movements' role before 2010, 
I will mainly focus on the period leading to the ousting of former president Zine 
El Abidine Ben Ali. What has happened in the country since January 2011? 
What are the results of the revolution and the struggle for democratization and 
what role will civil society play in the future? I hope to provide satisfying 
answers to these questions. 
 
In the first chapter, I will shortly explain my choice of scientific method (and 
why I excluded others) and what the essence of this method is. My second 
chapter will explore the theory of civil society, what role it can play in 
democracies and political transitions. 
 
The third chapter will consist of a chronology to provide a general picture of the 
political situation under Ben Ali's rule in Tunisia before the revolution. This will 
be needed to provide context to the events that led up to the revolts that would 
ultimately result in a full-scale revolution and the overthrowing of a regime that 
had been in power for over 20 years. 
 
The fourth and fifth chapter will be the central pieces of this essay. It will be 
about movements that played a major role in the political transition. I have 
chosen to focus on three different kinds of movements. First of all, I will write 
about maybe the most common one - The non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs), including human rights organizations. I will then write about a fairly 
new concept, internet activism. Bloggers and other internet activists (both 
domestic and international) played a big role during the fight for Tunisian 
democracy. Finally, I will write about movements that struggle for women's 
rights. Even though Tunisia had been relatively advanced regarding women's 
rights compared to other countries in the region (such as Libya and Egypt) there 
were, and still are, issues concerning the matter. 
 
After my analysis of the different movements in Tunisia I will write about what 
impact they have had on the country's political development. Will civil society 
have a bigger role in the future, compared to the very limited role it played 
under the authoritarian rule that plagued the country for over two decades? What 
are the conclusions of this essay and what might happen next? 
 
  2 
1 Methodology. 
Even though I believe that the most effective way to approach this kind of 
research is using a qualitative method, I did not have the proper tools to conduct 
such research. Since observation is an important part of this method, this approach 
would not be possible considering I began this study two years after the 
revolution. Finding people to interview also proved to be a challenge. I've tried to 
get in contact with both bloggers, the Swedish consulate in Sousse and the 
Swedish department of foreign affairs. I was hoping that the two latter could assist 
me in getting contact with focus groups or other people to interview, but trying 
was to no avail. Since these two methods (among others) are central for 
qualitative research
1
, this approach is something that I would not be able to 
proceed with. 
 
Being unable to immerse myself in such research, I turned to what I think is the 
second best method; interpretive theory. In the sixth chapter of Theory and 
methods in political science, Bevir and Rhodes describes interpretive theory, 
saying that "the [...] premise is that people act on their beliefs and preferences"
2
. 
To some extent, this premise could be compared to the theory of rational choice. 
Rational choice theory builds on the premise that people, if they are given 
multiple choices, will make the choice that will most likely result in the best 
outcome (often on an individual level)
3
. I consider rational choice, originally an 
economic theory, to be too narrow. The focus on the analytical and strategic part 
of our actions, which can work well in economics, does not suit this kind of 
analysis. The events in Tunisia were not driven by rationality, and should not be 
simplified through a theory that, in its most basic form, deals with how to best 
spend nickels and dimes. I will also argue that acting on behalf of your beliefs 
might not always be rational. Altruism is a perfect example of this, since self-
sacrifice hardly can be considered rational. 
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Interpretive theory could also be likened to behavioralism in some aspects. 
Behavior is observed through our actions and without action, there can be no 
behavioral analysis. But I also feel this theory is better suited for other social 
sciences, psychology being the most obvious one. To ask why people do what 
they do is a far too general question that has as many answers as there are people 
being asked. The revolution could also be studied from a sociological perspective, 
which also would make behavioralism a reliable method. Since observable 
behavior is another essential part of this theory
4
, it leaves me with the same lack 
of tools as the qualitative method.  
 
Interpretive theory focuses on what I find to be the most essential part in 
understanding the actors behind the Tunisian revolution, namely the ideas that 
drove them. To understand their actions, focus needs to lie on their beliefs and 
experience, not our preconceptions of them. That being said, it is important to 
analyze the structures that drove them to their actions, both political and social. In 
general, I find that one single theory or method is rarely enough to provide 
satisfying answers. In contrast to natural sciences, theories in social sciences do 
not have any truths. There is no right or perfect method. All we can do is to find 
the most appropriate method for the work at hand. This is in part based on 
experience, but also on personal preference.  
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2 Civil society, democratization and 
grassroots movements - definitions. 
 
In this essay, I have chosen to focus on civil society as described by Jean Grugel 
in her book Democratization - A critical Introduction. Her book provides a good, 
yet not too deep, view of what the term means and what role civil society plays. 
To complement Grugel's book, I will also use a chapter in Larry Diamond's book 
Developing Democracy - Toward Consolidation. Diamond, as well as Grugel, 
puts emphasis on the role of civil society in a democratic state - and during 
democratization. It should be noted though that there are many theories about civil 
society and it is a subject that has been discussed among political scientists for 
several years. I feel that a limited definition is enough to lay way for a 
comprehensible analysis. Especially since I am focusing on just a few, yet not 
small, types of movements. Also, many of the organizations that were active in 
Tunisia are already well-established and self-defined. 
 
I will argue that, except for the definition and theory of civil society, the 
movements themselves give a more authentic picture of the role they are playing 
in society. And given my interpretive approach, I consider the movements (and 
their experiences) themselves the best source of understanding. Especially when it 
comes to a country such as Tunisia, where different types of civil society 
movements were the sole actors in the revolution. There was no coup, no civil war 
and no obvious signs of an imminent revolution. The regime had been the same 
for many years and politically there was nothing special about 2010. Intervention 
from the outside, like during the civil war in Libya, was also extremely unlikely. 
The revolution came from the bottom and my analysis needs to originate from 
there. 
  5 
 
2.1 What is civil society? 
Civil society refers to the public part of the social system in contrast to the 
political, economic and private sphere of the social system
5
. The term 
encompasses any movement or organization that is not part of the state (therefore 
the term civil). What most of them have in common is that they seek to spread 
information about, often specific, issues or ideas. It can be movements that seek to 
promote environmental consciousness, women's rights movements or even 
something as trivial as a local non-profit organization engaging in board games
6
. 
In secular countries, where religion is separated from the state, different religious 
movements are also part of civil society. NGOs are perhaps what best defines civil 
society and volunteering is an essential part of these organizations. No one can be 
forced to be a part of civil society. Due to this, companies should not be 
considered part of civil society, since they are not based on volunteering
7
, at least 
not in a traditional sense. We may choose to go to work, but this "choice" could 
be seen more as a result of structural, socially acceptable, constraint, and not 
volunteering. In the same way, paying taxes should not be considered a form of 
charity. Of course, a socialist might argue such is the case. On the other hand, a 
libertarian would argue that tax is theft. So even though it might be open for 
ideological interpretation, the definition of civil society should not include 
companies, since volunteering is one of the most essential parts of civil society, 
while the economy is the more driving force of a company. 
 
Grugel describes civil society as "the space between the state and the individual"
8
. 
Diamond describes it in a similar fashion. He says it is an "intermediary 
phenomenon, standing between the private sphere and the state"
9
. However, in 
some countries (Sweden for example) the state takes an interest in civil society, 
providing them with tax-financed grants. So, although civil society is not part of 
the state itself, it can very well be supported by it. However, even when that is the 
case, the financial support given by the state is indirectly paid for by the people. 
In a country with a tax-financed welfare system, civil society could be considered 
a part of this welfare. 
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2.1.1 Democracy and civil society. 
Democratization is a fairly simple concept, though not as simple in practice. The 
most fundamental characteristic of a democracy is the right to vote in free 
elections and even if we have this minimalistic definition of democracy, many of 
the world's citizens still live in non-democratic countries. If we set a higher 
standard the number becomes even more staggering. Even if democracy is well 
established, it is not guaranteed to last. In some countries, there are anti-
democratic parties struggling for political influence and power
10
. 
 
To be considered free, an election must fulfill certain requirements. First of all, 
the election can in no way be influenced by the state. Another crucial part is 
political competition. For change to be possible there needs to be a dynamic party 
system
11
. This system needs to reach all factions of society, young and old, rich 
and poor, men and women. Being part of civil society is a way to create a bridge 
between the people and the state
12
. This is one of many reasons civil society is a 
central part of any democracy. A well established and broad civil society is simply 
required for a democracy worthy of its name. 
 
The establishment (if any) of civil society may look very different, depending on 
where in the world you choose to look. In the western world, a well established 
civil society is something we take for granted. It is part of our daily life and it is 
almost impossible to avoid (assuming you were to try). In many countries, civil 
society exists, but is very limited. It might need time to "brew" before it can play 
its part in a political transition (towards democracy). This was the case of 
Ukraine, when the people rose up against the regime, demanding more political 
and civil liberties. Non-governmental organization had never been de jure 
forbidden in Ukraine since their independence, but they had only existed in a very 
weak state ever since the fall of the Soviet Union. Some movements were even 
controlled, or at least monitored, by the state. This resulted in a certain 
governmental control over the civil society in the country, which hindered its 
development
13
.  
 
Countries with a virtually non-existent civil society, such as China, are for 
obvious reasons far from a political transition from authoritarian rule to 
democracy. Heavy censorship and political persecution have made it almost 
impossible to establish a civil society. The Tiananmen Square protests of 1989 is 
perhaps the most famous example of that civil society may had been able to 
prevail under different circumstances. But the protests were brutally struck down, 
and it's a part of history the Chinese regime would rather forget about. 
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Even though China has been moving towards the west in regard to economic 
policy, a transition to democracy is nowhere in sight. Internationally, the Chinese 
regime often faces criticism, due to their domestic policies. However, as far as 
other governments go, the demand for change in China is limited. The world 
economy is too dependent on China, and other than pointing fingers, no legal 
action (with reference to international law) can be taken. Especially not through 
the U.N, given China's veto power in the Security Council. Under such conditions, 
the path to a dynamic civil society is very long.  
 
There is a strong connection between democracy and civil society. It could be that 
democracy is developed through governmental initiative, which makes it possible 
for civil society to thrive. Also, and more likely, it can be something that is a 
result of public demand, and only possible if the grassroots can rise high enough 
to achieve democracy. 
2.1.2 Grassroots 
The term grassroots is defined by the Oxford dictionary as "the most basic level of 
an activity or organization"
14
. Grassroots are a fundamental, and  probably the 
most important, part of civil society. If we were to imagine civil society as our 
nervous system, the grassroots would be the brain and the spinal cord. This 
analogy becomes even more fitting, considering that these central parts is what 
sets things in motion. 
 
Grassroots are however not the most influential part of civil society. Even though 
they play a big role in civil society as a whole, this role is often on a regional 
level. It is, as the term implies, the seed of civil society. The higher they grow, the 
more global the organizations become. The phenomenon grows away from the 
roots, and creates something larger that can have more impact on society. If a 
national grassroots movement would be struggling for their civil rights, it might 
not have any impact on the regime. However, by acting through a bigger 
organization, they might get international attention, which can help further their 
cause. This is a quite common way for different movements to interact. Large 
organizations can be a medium through which the grassroots can act, making their 
contributions more prevailing. This means that there is a mutual dependence 
between small grassroots movements and large NGOs. 
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3 Why Tunisia? 
I have chosen to focus on Tunisia for several reasons. One reason why I chose 
Tunisia is because it was where the Arab spring started. Only future may tell, but 
this might have been the spark that would be the starting point of a fourth wave of 
democratization, which is something that many have been waiting, and hoping, 
for. Another reason is that the revolution in Tunisia has not received the amount 
of media coverage that was to be expected, not to mention justified, thus giving 
me an option to explore something that I do not know as well as the revolutions in 
Egypt and Libya. International media coverage was more focused on those two 
countries, since they were of more strategic (especially political) interest. Just like 
in Tunisia, the people would rise up and overthrow their governments led by 
Hosni Mubarak (Egypt) and Muammar Gaddafi (Libya). 
 
To understand this domino effect, it is important to analyze what made the first 
piece fall over. Even if Tunisia is not a superpower, the fall of the regime may 
come to have the same effect on the region as the fall of the Soviet Union had on 
Eastern Europe during the 1990s. Just as the end of the Soviet era resulted in a 
wave of democratization, the end of Ben Ali's rule might do the same. But it could 
also, in the long run, result in yet another authoritarian regime. After all, Ben Ali 
himself came to power through a coup after declaring the ruling president Habib 
Bourguiba, who had been in power for over 30 years, incompetent
15
. The same 
thing took place in Libya almost ten years earlier, when Gaddafi seized power 
through a coup. Both of these countries would come to develop an authoritarian 
rule plagued by oppression, censorship and persecution. You can see the same 
pattern in Middle Eastern countries like Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan. Revolutions 
do not by any means guarantee democratization. If democratic elections are held, 
there is still a possibility that the people will elect undemocratic leadership. And 
even if a country develops a more democratic society, the early years of this 
transition is still volatile, and a country can easily fall back into "old habits".  
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3.1 Before the uprisings of 2010. 
In 2001, ten years before the removal of former president Zine El Abidine Ben 
Ali, Tunisia was rated as "Not Free" by the U.S-based NGO Freedom House in 
their report on freedom in the world. On a scale from 1 to 7, 1 being the top score, 
Tunisia scored 5 in civil liberties and 6 in political rights, leaving the final score at 
5.5
16
. Ben Ali, who had by this point been president for 24 years, was running a 
corrupt government, while the people were living in a society with almost no 
rights or civil liberties. In earlier elections, Ben Ali had been running unopposed, 
in part because of the imprisonment of other presidential candidates and banning 
of other political parties. In the 1999 presidential election, Ben Ali received 99,4 
% of the votes, and his Democratic Constitutional Rally (RCD) ended up with 80 
% of the seats in parliament, leaving six parties to share the other 20 % of the 
seats. This election was not considered to be democratic and received much 
criticism from around the globe
17
. 
 
During the following decade, there were no improvements in sight. Civil society 
in Tunisia was still lacking and the political oppression continued. Freedom of 
speech was practically non-existent and those who criticized the ruling regime 
could face criminal charges, be put on trail and sentenced to jail. The censorship 
reached from the streets to the radio and internet. Ben Ali's authoritarian rule was 
still characterized by corruption and nepotism. Like all other elections since the 
beginning of Ben Ali's presidency, the 2009 general election was firmly controlled 
by the current government, which led to yet another overwhelming victory, with 
Ben Ali receiving 90 % of the votes. The following year, the state wanted to 
revise the constitution, giving Ben Ali the chance to be elected for a sixth term in 
2014
18
. However, the general election 2009 was going to be his last one.  
 
Like in many other Arab states, creating political parties in Tunisia was something 
that required approval of the government, which made it impossible to challenge 
the incumbent president and his regime
19
. The same goes for human rights 
movements and other NGOs. These organizations had to be formally registered by 
the state and were often denied such registration
20
. So the problem was not only to 
fight for democratization in the country, but also to bring international attention 
(and interest) to the lack of civil rights in the country.  
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3.2 The protests of 2010. 
The beginning of 2010 did not differ from previous years. Ben Ali's oppression 
remained and there were no obvious signs of uprising until the end of the year. It 
wasn't until December 17 it would all start. Muhammad Bouazizi, a street vendor 
in the small town Sidi Bouzid, had been harassed by authorities for many years. 
On this particular day, the local police publicly humiliated Bouazizi and after he 
was wrestled to the ground by police officers, they stole his wares. Later that day, 
he went to the local municipality to complain, but without results. He went back 
once more, and set himself on fire in front of the building
21
. Protests began and 
ten days later, the outrage had reached the capital. President Ben Ali initially tried 
to calm the protesters, promising more jobs and new elections. But his efforts 
were in vain, and the protests continued
22
. 
3.3 Ben Ali's exile and a contagious revolution. 
In January 2011, the protests had spread all over the country and on the 14th, Ben 
Ali was forced to leave the country. The protesters were met with little opposition, 
partly due to the fact that the military had refused to open fire against civilians. A 
little more than a week later, when protests had spread to Egypt, protesters were 
once again met by passive military forces
23
. These two revolutions were to abolish 
their oppressive regimes with minimal bloodshed, in contrast to the civil war in 
Libya that claimed thousands of lives. The Tunisian revolution showed the world 
what a strong actor the grassroots can be. The fall of Ben Ali's government was a 
victory for the people, by the people. Not only had the protesters succeeded in 
removing their own authoritarian regime, but they would also come to be the 
catalyst in the Arab spring. Egypt and Libya are the most well-known countries to 
follow, but protests would also spread to countries like Algeria and Yemen. 
Tunisia is also an excellent example of how people can rise from a virtually non-
existent civil society and succeed in a bottom-up revolution. The fact that Ben Ali 
stood alone, without military (and to a great extent political) support, suggest that 
there was not just a question of mistreated civilians, but rather a mentality shared 
by all parts of society. This widespread self-awareness and need for change is 
most likely what resulted in minimal military and political resistance.  
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4 The stride towards change - The 
people behind the revolution 
Before I begin this chapter I would like to point out that this part (as well as the 
next chapter) of the essay will rely mainly on news articles and reports, and not 
academic literature. This is because the development in Tunisia is still in a fairly 
early state, and that the main source of information has been media and different 
NGO's. And even if there are plenty of these kinds of sources, it is nowhere near 
what can be found about the revolutions in Egypt and Libya. The reliance on this 
type of sources has both its upsides and downsides to this kind of analysis. On the 
positive side, much will be first- and second hand sources from people who have 
actually seen the revolution in its making, or even been a part of it. However, this 
also means that there is a short supply of comparative research on the subject. 
Although it is important to be original, there is always value in comparing other 
peoples work with your own approach. But even if that is the case, this is an 
analysis focusing on recent and current events, which makes the lack of academic 
literature less problematic. If I were to write a comparative analysis about (for 
example) the democratization of eastern Europe in the 1990s, academic research 
would be essential, and there would be a good amount of literature to rely on. But 
the democratization in post-communist states is something that had much more 
impact on the world than the revolution in Tunisia.  
 
Another downside is journalistic bias. In a state of political turmoil and constant 
protests, facts can easily become distorted. This is more obvious in some cases 
than others. State owned media is obviously biased in a country like Tunisia, but 
less obvious bias can be found anywhere. For example, NGO's have a tendency to 
favor the citizens. It might be a bias that many will find more acceptable, but bias 
nonetheless. The lack of medial interest could also be interpreted as a sort of bias. 
The bias is generally not political, but rather a natural reaction. After all, 
newspapers and other forms of media are like any other business. The main 
purpose is to make money, and this is best done if there is public interest. A 
relatively peaceful revolution in a country that isn't of any particular geopolitical 
interest, especially not to us in the Western world, does not generate many 
readers, and therefore not much money. However, some journalists and NGO 
reporters have been unwavering in their support of human rights activists in the 
country, even though their presence puts them in great risk. They also need to take 
into account that many of those people who are affiliated with these organizations 
(witnesses, activists, ex-prisoners, etc) risks arrest and incarceration (see 3.1 and 
3.2). 
 
  12 
4.1 NGO's and human rights organizations 
Human rights movements are a fairly new phenomenon, although the idea of 
human (universal) rights dates back to the French revolution in the late 18th 
century. The universal declaration of human rights came about 150 years later 
(1948), through the United Nations. International human rights organizations 
started to appear in the 1960s and 70s. Amnesty International was founded 1961, 
and is the oldest human rights organization in the world. 17 years later, Human 
Rights Watch (HRW) was founded. Both of these organizations (and many others) 
have taken interest in Tunisia and the country's problems regarding human rights.  
  
The Arab League (this includes Tunisia) ratified their own "declarations" of 
human rights in 2004. This ratification came after an assemblage of over 50 
NGO's (many of them human rights organizations) demanded more rights for the 
people. This included freedom of assembly, freedom from torture and equality 
before the law
24
. Despite this, the human rights violations continued on a broad 
scale and in retrospect, the affirmation of these rights cannot be interpreted as 
something other than a farce. 
 
For Amnesty and HRW, much focus has been on criticizing the Tunisian regime 
for the imprisonment of political activists. There have been countless reports 
regarding these issues and reports are still, as of April 2013, coming in. In a report 
from 2009, HRW summarizes different human rights violations occurring in 
Tunisia. Researchers talked to several former political prisoners from around the 
country. Some had left incarceration in 1997 and others as late as 2009. Many of 
the prisoners had been imprisoned in the early 1990s, because of their 
involvement with the banned political party Ennahda. During HRW's presence in 
the country, they were subject to heavy surveillance, and many of those 
interviewed were taken in for questioning after their contact with HRW
25
. Even 
after release, the ex-prisoners had to report to the authorities on a regular basis, 
and many were denied passports. This is not only a violation of international law, 
but also the Tunisian constitution.  
 
Furthermore, the authorities systematically denied them their prison medical files, 
making it next to impossible to get the health care they needed
26
. In general, those 
who had been in prison would have a hard time being part of society after being 
released. Being released from jail was practically not a release at all. You did not 
become a free citizen, not even with Tunisian standards. The authorities often kept 
a watching eye on those who had engaged in activities "harmful" to the state. 
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In November 2009, 68 prisoners were released due to a presidential pardon from 
president Ben Ali. Some of those who had been arrested were, according to 
Amnesty, imprisoned only for participating in peaceful protests. The authorities, 
on the other hand, claimed they had been participating in "forming a criminal 
group with the aim of destroying public and private property", as well as "armed 
rebellion and assaults on officials during the exercise of their duties"
27
. 
 
There has also been much criticism towards the regime's use of torture and other 
forms of excessive force against its citizens. In March 2008, Amnesty released a 
report, which contained information regarding the torture of detainees in the 
country. The subjects of torture were not only suspects of "regular" crimes 
(assault, theft, etc), but also political prisoners and suspects. In article 7 in the 
report, the nature of the torture is described in more detail, saying: 
 
"The most commonly reported methods of torture used against detainees are beatings on the 
body and especially the soles of the feet (falaka); suspension by the ankles or in contorted 
positions (such as the poulet rôti, in which the victim is trussed up and tied to a horizontal pole by 
hands and feet bound in front, avion , in which hands and feet are bound behind, and which is 
often accompanied by beating, and baño, in which the victim is suspended on a pulley by the 
ankles and has their head plunged into a bucket of dirty water); electric shocks, and burning with 
cigarettes. There are also reports of sexual abuse, including the insertion of bottles or sticks into 
the rectum of the victim, and threats, both of such abuse and of the sexual abuse of female 
relatives, and mock executions.
28
" 
 
This treatment of suspects often resulted in coerced confessions, making it easy 
for the state to prosecute the detainees, no matter if they were guilty of any crime 
or not. Even if suspects withdrew their confessions, courts failed (or more likely, 
chose not to) investigate allegations of torture, making conviction based on 
confessions alone a regular sight in Tunisian courts
29
. The torture conducted by 
the police and the courts failure to follow up these cases are only a few examples 
of how corrupt the Tunisian justice system came to be under the authoritarian rule. 
 
The surveillance of citizens in the country was extreme. Not only was the military 
monitoring the people, but Ben Ali himself had a personal security force of over 
which he had complete control
30
. This made it next to impossible for NGO's to 
conduct their research without being watched by the Tunisian state. This also 
made it hard for activists and witnesses to help NGO's, and doing so could result 
in their arrest. Even with these risks, many sought to help international 
movements that were present in the country, providing them with crucial 
information about the infringement of the civil rights in Tunisia.  
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4.2 Cyber activism 
In 2004, the Tunisian government initiated a nationwide campaign to increase the 
internet access among the people. Several steps were taken to ensure this, partly 
by setting a national price ceiling for hardware and lending money at low interest, 
so families could afford to buy a computer. However, this wasn't enough. Internet 
subscriptions were too high for most people to afford. In 2008, according to the 
Tunisian Ministry of Information and Communication Technologies, 9.6 % of the 
population owned a computer, but less than a third of these had internet 
subscriptions
31
. The lack of internet access, along with countless restrictions, 
prohibiting internet users from accessing certain sites and using some software, 
made it hard to spread information about the oppressive regime. Those who did 
manage to do so, through blogging and other social media, could have their web 
sites shut down by the government. Online censorship reached many popular 
sites, such as YouTube, Twitter and Facebook. Web sites containing discussions 
about the human rights violations in the country, including many NGO sites, were 
heavily restricted through directives given by the government to the internet 
service providers
32
. 
 
In June 2008, the Tunisian military had entered the cities of Gafsa and Redeyef, 
which resulted in the killing of two protestors. This sparked an online campaign, 
in which people spread information about the incidents. In response, the 
government shut down Facebook about two months later (August 18th), claiming 
it was for national security reasons. After an international campaign on Facebook, 
the site was unblocked again only two weeks later
33
. 
 
Online journalists and bloggers ran a constant risk of being threatened, assaulted 
and arrested by the authorities. There are numerous examples of this. Kalima, an 
online news site ran by Sihem Bensedrine, had been blocked since 1999. 
Bensedrine himself was constantly being harassed, both through intimidation and 
smear campaigns. In 2009, blogger and journalist Abdallah Zouari was arrested, 
in part because of a report that had been posted on the website TunisiaNews, a site 
that was banned in the country. He was also questioned about his involvement 
with human rights groups. This was not Zuoari's first encounter with the 
authorities. He had been released from jail 2002, after serving an 11-year 
sentence. And even after his release, he was forced to live under constant 
surveillance, being denied internet access
34
. 
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Internet was not only a place where people could criticize the government in 
front of a wider audience, but also a tool for many citizens to organize protests. 
One example of this is an event called Tunisie en Blanc (Tunisia in White), which 
was initiated by six internet activists in May 2010. Through Facebook and 
Twitter, the activists tried to rally as many as possible for their cause. The purpose 
of the event was to organize a peaceful demonstration against the internet 
censorship in the country. The protest was in part directed at the Ministry of 
Technology, but the main event was to get as many supporters as possible to dress 
in white and visit one of the many cafés in downtown Tunis. Even though the 
Facebook group only existed for six days, it managed to bring the political debate 
to a new level. The protests themselves might not have been as successful as some 
had hoped, but the initiative was a success in regards of social impact, and those 
involved played a major role in events during the revolution
35
.  
 
Some argue that social media is an important tool in cases such as Tunisia, where 
mainstream media is controlled by the state. Criticism against the regime would 
never reach national television or newspapers and internet can therefore play an 
important role, that is not filled by any other public stage. Internet activists also 
have a wider audience. It can stretch from the neighborhood, and across the 
country's borders. It can reach thousands of people within minutes, and when the 
wheel starts turning, it can be hard to stop, even with censorship. Others claim 
that the role of internet activism is exaggerated, at least in countries where internet 
access is relatively scarce. Even if one would have internet access, very few might 
be visiting political websites. This strongly limits the impact, and the result of 
online petitions (or the like) might not even induce enough social action to be 
noticeable to the public
36
. 
 
The case of Tunisie en Blanc can be used as an example for both sides. On one 
hand, the initiative did in fact result in a more extensive political discussion. The 
discussion might have been mostly online, with debates among many "keyboard 
warriors". Even so, these discussions might spread. One could participate in an 
online debate and later take the discussion to the dinner table. Other family 
members could in their turn bring up a topic in the workplace and so on. On the 
other hand, the public impact was close to minimal. Living in a country as 
Tunisia, where oppression is part of everyday life, will put people in a state of 
fear. Participating in demonstrations is something people know can get them 
arrested, and even jailed. Knowing that could be demoralizing enough to hamper 
the will to act. 
 
So even though it might not be as easy to achieve public attention via internet 
activism in authoritarian countries as in democracies, it can undoubtedly result in 
increased political awareness. 
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4.3 Women's rights movements 
 
Even though the lack of civil liberties has left Tunisia with a bad reputation 
overseas their record on women's rights stands out from the rest of the region. 
Discussion about women's rights arose in the 1920s (making this topic almost 30 
years older than the declaration of human rights), and the debate became more 
prominent in the 30s. The book Our Women Law and Society, by author Tahar al-
Haddad, was subject to widespread criticism because of his (then considered) 
radical ideas. The book was by some considered an "attack against Islam", and 
religious scholars wanted the book banned. In his book, he called for social 
reform, claiming Tunisian women were systematically debased and that they, in 
some respect, should be treated in the same way as men. He also argued that the 
seclusion of women hampered their psychological and intellectual development. 
His ideas were in some aspects very pragmatic. It wasn't just the ideal behind 
women's rights that drove his ideas, but also his belief that a well educated (and 
respected) woman would be a better citizen, mother and wife
37
. So the ideas 
themselves might have been more noble than his actual intentions.   
 
After the independence from France in 1956, Tunisia reformed its laws, taking 
steps away from Islamic law and some privileges reserved only for men were 
abolished. Polygamy was outlawed, meaning men could no longer take up to two 
wives. Neither could they, as they did before, get a divorce without going to court 
and the women now had the same possibility to file for divorce as men. The 
reform also improved the women's custody rights. All in all, the reform effected 
virtually every aspect of family life
38
. What made this even more surprising is that 
these reforms were a result of government initiative, and not women's movements 
or public demand. The incumbent president Bourguiba stated in an interview that 
"... there was no feminist movement demanding the promulgation of a Code of 
Personal Status or the abolition of polygamy". It should be noted though, that the 
legislation was still putting emphasis on the man as the head of the household. 
This also came with responsibility, and the husband was to provide for his wife 
and their children
39
. So even if the new laws did push women forward, some 
aspects of the reforms were not as progressive as others. 
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Another outstanding event took place 1973, when Tunisia legalized abortion
40
, 
something that was extremely controversial. Considering that the debate around 
this issue is still ablaze in democracies like the Unites States, it becomes even 
more remarkable. 
 
This means that the initial success of the ideas on women's rights did not come 
from the grassroots. Unlike the uprisings of 2010 and 2011, these changes came 
from the top, without any protesting masses against the president. In contrast, 
post-colonial Algeria did have grassroots movements struggling for women's 
rights, but had no reformation of family law like Tunisia
41
. Tunisia was also one 
of the first countries to sign the UN's Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 
of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). The convention was signed in July 
1980 and ratified five years later
42
*. There were, however, some reservations. 
Some of the articles were simply not recognized, due to conflicts with the 
Tunisian constitution.  
 
Under the rule of Ben Ali, women's rights continued to be prominent, compared to 
the overall civil rights record of the country. The policies of Bourguiba remained 
and the president's wife, Leila Ben Ali, was president of the Arab Women 
Organization, which pushed for women's rights in the Arab world. Ironically, the 
oppression of Ben Ali made it next to impossible for women to organize. Also, 
female activists were often verbally assaulted by the state media
43
. So perhaps it 
would be more correct to talk about equal oppression, instead of equal rights. 
Even if society took one step forward regarding women's rights, it was two steps 
back in general (human rights) policy. 
 
There also seem to be a causality between secularism and women's rights in 
Tunisia. The regime had under many years oppressed Islamic movements, 
especially those with political ambitions. These movements often had a more 
conservative view on the family, and the woman's role in society. It was a policy 
in the spirit of oppressing the (alleged) oppressors. There is no doubt these 
policies did improve the conditions for women in the country, but the actions of 
the post-colonial government might backfire. Pushing someone down can (which 
the revolution itself proves) lead to a riposte from those who drew the short straw. 
Islamic traditionalism might come to play a bigger role in the years to come. But 
it could also result in a more modern and liberal development. After all, men and 
women alike stood against the regime and there is no reason they could not all be 
winners. 
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5 What has happened since January 
2011? 
After the self-immolation by Muhammad Bouazizi, the events that were to come 
were many, and powerful. As early as the day after Bouazizi's suicide workers, 
youths and different activists stood side by side outside the very same building 
where he (Bouazizi) had decided to set himself on fire. Videos of the protests 
were filmed and spread across social media, and even after the government cut 
internet connection, people still managed to spread the word through their cell 
phones. 
 
The 13th of January 2011, the protests had reached its culmination and Tunisia 
was now the centre of a revolution. The military, once again, refused to open fire 
and by this point, Ben Ali had to leave the country. The Western world now 
turned its heads to Tunisia. The use of social media during the uprisings made the 
revolution earn the nicknames "Twitter Revolution" and "Facebook Revolution"
44
.  
 
Six months after Ben Ali fled the country, there were still many uncertainties 
regarding the country's future. How would the new government handle those from 
the old regime that had not left the country? Ben Ali himself, and his wife Leila, 
were both tried in absentia and sentenced to 35 years in prison, as well as being 
fined 66 million dollars
45
. This sentence will, most likely, never come to fruition. 
Poverty and a faulty educational system was also a concern. The new regime to 
come had no easy task in front of them, addressing these problems. And at this 
time (early 2011), no one knew who would be entrusted with establishing a new 
government. Before the election in late 2011, the previously banned moderate 
Islamic party Ennahda (Arabic: Ḥarakat an-Nahḍah), was the most prominent 
party in the country. Where would the country go from this? What would be the 
result of the first free election in decades? 
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5.1 Human rights and civil liberties 
As many predicted, Ennahda won the election, gaining about 40 % of the votes. 
Ennahda promised democratic reforms, leaving the oppressive policies behind. 
But even today, two and a half years after the ousting of Ben Ali, the people of 
Tunisia struggles to improve their civil rights. Some laws implemented by the 
former government, and the infringement of civil rights that came with them, are 
still in place.  
 
The government has also taken their own steps to restrict both free movement and 
free speech. Representatives of the ruling party, Ennahda, have been proposing 
laws that will make it illegal to harm what is "sacred". Some are criticizing this 
idea, seeing huge potential for abuse. Such a law would be arbitrary, since what is 
"sacred" would not be definitely defined by the law. Because of this, the law 
could be used to limit freedom of speech in the country
46
. If such a law would be 
passed, it could be used in the very same way as Ben Ali used his, equally 
arbitrary, laws.  
 
An example of this type of legislation was seen in August 2012 when two 
journalists, Sofiene Chourabi and Mehdi Jlassi, were charged with being drunk in 
public and "harming public morals". Even though the first charge could be 
legitimate the arrests of the two journalists might not have taken place if it wasn't 
for the fact that Chourabi the day before called for a protest against the 
government, which he claimed was taking steps to restrict civil liberties in the 
country. This was not the first time the new government used the law to infringe 
the civil rights in the country. During 2012 there were several cases where people 
were arrested for "violating sacred values". A crime that could result in up to five 
years in jail
47
, in accordance with article 121 of the Penal Code. 
 
The regime has also received criticism regarding use of excessive force against 
protesters. In April 2012, just a little over a year after the uprisings, a 
demonstration was held in Tunis, in remembrance of those who died and were 
wounded during the revolution. The Minister of Interior had banned protests in 
the area almost two weeks earlier, which led to a clash between protesters and 
security forces. Those who had gathered were exposed to the same violence that 
characterized the former regime. Hassiba Hadj Sahraoui, Deputy Director of 
Amnesty International’s Middle East and North Africa Programme, criticized the 
ban, calling it a "flagrant breach of international law". He further stated that... 
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"... As long as laws from Ben Ali’s era exist, such violations of the right to peaceful assembly 
will continue unabated. It is beyond belief to see the new Tunisian government not only relying on 
such draconian laws, but also banning protests on the very same street that became a symbol of the 
uprising.
48
" 
 
It should be noted that the protests were not completely peaceful. Several 
members of the security forces were injured, which could either mean that 
protesters initiated violence or violently resisted arrest. Even though both would 
be a criminal act (as in most countries, including modern democracies), the latter 
could be considered more understandable. The frustration with not being able to 
protest can invoke strong emotions, especially since the right to assembly had 
been practically non-existent for decades. 
 
The regime has a often failed to investigate cases where authorities have been 
accused of using excessive force. One year after the incident in Tunis, Amnesty 
released another report, urging the Tunisian government to take action, regarding 
the use of excessive force against the protesters. According to Amnesty... 
 
"... reports emerged of security forces using excessive and unnecessary force to disperse the 
protests, firing tear gas, chasing demonstrators and journalists down side streets and beating them, 
resulting in dozens of casualties." 
 
The report continues, demanding accountability for the treatment of the protesters. 
Even though the authorities had formed a commission (9 April commission) to 
investigate the incidents, results are yet to be presented
49
. 
 
Torture is another problem inherited from the former government, even though it 
is not as extensive as before. Both domestic and international NGOs have been 
concerned about this issue. Even though laws against torture have been 
implemented it still occurs and the government has shown little interest in 
investigating these cases
50
. 
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5.2 Media- and internet freedom 
 
During the uprisings and after Ben Ali's exile, there were some internet activists 
that stood out from the rest. One of them is blogger and Nobel peace prize 
nominee, Lina Ben Mhenni, who started to report (and share her experiences) 
about the events following the ousting of president Ben Ali, whom she describes 
as a "nightmare". In her short book Tunisian Girl, Ben Mhenni provides a very 
clear and engaging description of what role internet activists played during and 
after the uprisings. 
 
Ben Mhenni gives an example of how the use of social media improved after the 
revolution. She claims that there were 1 125 000 Tunisian Facebook members in 
2010 and that this number had gone up to 2,4 million Facebook members by 
January 2011
51
. Should be noted though that Ben Mhenni does not present any 
source of this information, so this number is not definite. It is not unlikely, 
however, since the use of social media exploded during the turmoil. Also, the 
censoring of social media might have resulted a Streisand effect*, leading to an 
increased use of such media. 
 
The perhaps most notable development in Tunisian politics is the improvements 
regarding internet freedom.  In their report about "Freedom on the Net", Freedom 
House presents several points on which these freedoms have improved. The points 
(and scores) are the following
52
: 
 
 
 2011 2012 
Internet Freedom Status Not Free Partly Free 
Obstacles to Access (0-25) 21 14 
Limits in Content (0-35) 28 12 
Violations of User Rights (0-40) 32 20 
Total (0-100) 81 46 
*0 = most free, 100 = least free 
 
As we can see the numbers are still far from perfect but the current numbers 
(numbers for 2013 have not yet been released) are, compared to the numbers from 
the previous year, quite remarkable.  
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Another positive development regarding internet usage is that the number of 
internet subscriptions in the country increased by about 80 % between 2010 and 
2012. The number of websites have also increased, from 10,079 in 2009, to 
12,830 in 2012
53
. This increase has been almost constant, and not at all as radical 
as the increase in internet subscriptions. Even though there is nothing exceptional 
with the increase per se, it could very well be that a substantial part of this 
increase is due to an increased creation of political blogs and other websites. 
 
However, article 121 of the Penal Code (mentioned in chapter 5.1) have been used 
to limit freedom of expression on the internet. In March 2012, two men, Ghazi 
Beji and Jabeur Mejri, were brought in for questioning, and later prosecuted, for 
posting articles on and drawings of the Muslim prophet Mohammed. Beji 
managed to flee the country, but Mejri was sentenced to seven and a half years in 
jail. Throughout 2012, several people faced criminal charges, with reference to 
this article
54
. With these arbitrary laws, the Tunisian government has practically 
criminalized criticism against Islam and other beliefs that the state deem "sacred". 
 
Two years after the uprisings, cyber based civil society is playing an important 
role when it comes to sharing information and ideas. According to cyber-activist 
Yamen Bousrih, the bloggers should fill the role of, what he calls, citizen-
journalism. Several bloggers and journalists share this idea. Bousrih is a member 
of a movement called OpenGov, which focuses on making government related 
data (such as budgets and statistics) available to the public. The project has not 
been as successful as he had hoped for and Bousrih stated that "... transparency 
seems to be new to our culture… I am disappointed open data has not become 
successful nationwide still, since the revolution.
55
" Undoubtedly, transparency is 
something that never existed in Tunisia prior to the revolution. The state had 
complete control over the media, and alternative media (such as blogs) was 
inaccessible to most of the public. The new "internet era" is still in its early state, 
and people need to adapt to it. 
 
Also, since laws from the Ben Ali era is still in place, the government can still 
take steps to restrict internet freedoms again. The government can still censor and 
block websites they deem "obscene". With this in mind, freedom on the internet is 
in no way guaranteed. There are still reasons for bloggers and online journalists to 
take precautions, if they want to avoid criminal charges. The fear of this could 
lead to a more closed political debate, and this would be a big step back for civil 
society movements in the country. Especially since internet activism is the best, 
most far reaching, way to share information. 
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5.3 Women's rights 
After the election in October 24th, when Ennahda emerged as the big winner, the 
result could not only be considered a success for Muslims in the country, but it 
could also be a step forward for women in the country. Not only did Ennahda 
have most women running in the election
56
, but the party has also vowed to 
continue the tradition of progressive women's rights policies
57
. 
 
Oppositional parties did however have their reservations about Ennahda, claiming 
that they were actually seeking to establish an Islamic state, and bring the country 
in to a more conservative era, where women will be excluded from public life. 
The critics also claims Ennahda is not being open about their (alleged) true 
intentions, but rather creates a public image of themselves as a modernist party
58
. 
Since the opposition is quite significant, negotiations with Ennahda could get 
problematic, which could hamper the development regarding women's rights. 
Some Islamists in the government want to limit women's rights in the country, 
while the more secular parties in the opposition want to expand these rights.  
 
Women in the country are having concerns regarding the future of their rights. 
The progressive laws, implemented by the former regime, concerning women's 
rights are still in place
59
, but the future of these laws is uncertain. As Salifists (a 
group of ultraconservative Islamists) voices are raised, the women could be the 
ones to suffer from increased Salifist influence. This increased influence could 
very well be a reaction to the former ban of Islamic parties and movements. There 
is no doubt Islamic movements will play a bigger role in the future, and it is not 
unlikely this could have negative consequences for the women in Tunisia. But if 
Ennahda would keep their word, and preserve the tradition of equal rights 
between men and women, the most fundamental Islamic way of life will most 
likely stay in the private sphere. Of course, this would still be a problem for 
women, but it would not be condoned by the constitution. 
 
 In March 2013, feminist and activist Amina Tyler posted naked images on herself 
on Facebook. She could be seen with the text "My body belongs to me" (in 
Arabic) across her chest, which resulted in heavy criticism from Islamic 
conservatives. A Salifist preacher, Adel Almi, compared Tyler with someone who 
had a contagious illness and said that she should be stoned to death for her 
actions
60
.  
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This extreme reactions caused a counter-reaction in several countries. In Brussels, 
five women engaged in a topless protest outside an Islamic cultural centre, as well 
as outside a mosque. One of these activists commented on the initiative, saying 
that...  
 
"... It is an action in support of Amina who is locked up and under medication by her family 
because she had the courage to get naked, to advocate her rights to have her own body and to use 
her own body as she pleases, as she wishes; the situation of women in a lot of countries is 
unbearable but we will not let this go.
61
" 
 
In addition to these protests, over 10,000 people signed a petition, demanding that 
those who have threatened (or would threat) Amina's life to be put on trial
62
. 
 
Just as there have been international support of women's rights in Tunisia, there 
are those abroad who seek to impose a more conservative approach towards 
women in the Tunisian society. Saudi Arabian Islamists are supporting such 
policies and some countries are even offering financial support to those who lives 
in the more poor parts of Tunisia. Conservative views have always been more 
common in the suburbs of Tunisia, and Islamist forces seek to maintain these 
values. Several Gulf countries have been offering money to women who will 
leave their jobs and stay at home
63
. Even though this financial support is aimed to 
those who will change their personal way of life, this would undoubtedly have 
consequences for women's movements in the country. To keep the women at 
home, thus isolating them from the rest of society, would hamper their ability to 
play a part in civil society. 
 
Thus, the fight for women's rights will be fought on both a national and 
international level, with women's movements (and NGOs advocating broad 
democratic reform, which includes women's rights) on one side, and conservative 
Islamic forces on the other. The Ennahda government has not shown much 
interest in supporting those who wish to advance women's rights in the country, 
and their lack of political action is something that benefits the Salifists more than 
the women. Ennahda's passive approach towards this issue could be interpreted as 
acquiescence which, in combination with several arbitrary laws regarding 
"morality" and "indecency", could have dire consequences for Tunisian women. 
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6 Conclusions 
There is no doubt Tunisia has entered a new era. Democratic elections have been 
held and the political system is now more pluralistic. Today, there are over a 
hundred political parties, many of them previously banned under the rule of Ben 
Ali. Even though Ennahda is the most dominant party, there is a plethora of 
political opposition. The post-revolution government is still young, and there is 
much work to be done if Tunisia is to have a fully democratic transition. New 
laws are currently being drafted and reforms of the constitution are still in the 
making. However, the government is still implementing old arbitrary laws to 
prosecute Tunisian citizens, including bloggers and other activists.  
 
There are also concerns regarding women's rights. With Wahhabi movements 
glancing towards Tunisia, the future holds no guarantees when it comes to the 
progressive policies that distinguished Tunisia from the rest of the region for 
many years. If ultraconservatives were to increase their influence in the poor 
regions of the country, it might lead to a more closed society, where women 
would be kept from public life, and thus civil society. 
 
The role of the media have also undergone a drastic change. Where there 
previously was only state owned media, there are now several private radio- and 
television stations. Even though censorship still occurs there is no doubt that 
journalists, and those engaging in political discussions via social media, can 
operate more freely. Online communities, and the activists involved in them, are 
now leading the way to a more open debate. Not only have grassroots in Tunisia 
taken back some of their own liberties, but they are also participating in an 
international initiative, seeking to share their success with other countries that 
have been suffering under authoritarian rule. Tunisian activists were unwavering 
in their support to those who rose up to Mubarak in Egypt. Tunisian activists also 
seem to be motivated to redefine Tunisian society. They have fought for their 
rights, and they wish to keep the fight going, for themselves and for others. There 
are still things to struggle for, and Tunisian civil society will no doubt evolve to 
something much bigger. With about 20,000 civil society organizations, the 
starting point for a more open society is much more favorable compared to the 
situation back in 2010. 
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The steps towards a more open society could also improve the conditions under 
which international NGOs can operate. They no longer run the same risk of being 
monitored by the state, which will also make it easier for those who want to 
provide these NGOs with information to do so, without risking arrest. 
In the long run, however, this could very well result in yet another authoritarian 
rule. There are strong and influential groups that seek to limit freedom of 
expression, often in the name of religion. Examples of this have already been 
seen. These conservative groups have been oppressed for many years, and this is 
an opportunity for them to play a more prominent role in post-revolution Tunisia. 
Even though Islamic extremists have been absent from the public room as a 
whole, their views have still been influential in the private sphere (more 
specifically, family life). 
 
If the movements that flourished during the revolution can make their mark on 
society more permanent, the way to democracy could lie in their hands. But as 
long as the new government choose to act in accordance with laws inherited from 
the former regime, freedom is all but guaranteed. The years to come will be of 
vital importance, and the struggle between progressive groups and those who seek 
to establish a more conservative society is just beginning. 
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